Arts Curriculum Plan
This Arts (SESE) curriculum plan was developed by the staff to provide guidance
for all teachers and to ensure whole-school collaboration regarding the Visual
Arts, Music and Drama Curricula.
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1. Introductory Statement
This Arts curriculum plan was developed by staff members, led by the in-school management team, in order to support
teachers with planning, delivery and evaluation of visual arts, music and drama subjects. As the school is developing,
currently with classes only up to fifth class, the plan provides a framework for all the years, acknowledging it is a workin-progress and will be adapted and modified regularly as the school grows.

2. Rationale
Creative expression is at the heart of the Arts curricula. While fundamental skills are taught, the main focus is on
applying these skills in unique, individualised and expressive ways. The arts themselves allow for integration across
the curriculum as play a key role in cross-curricular planning. As one of the pilot schools of the Creative Schools
Programme, supported by the Arts Council, a tradition of collaborating with artists has been firmly established in the
school. Therefore, this plan is an important document to guide whole-school planning.

3. Vision
As our school aims to be child-centred, we envision providing a range of artistic and creative experiences for all pupils
to help them explore their own perspective and be expressive in collaboration with others. The creative arts will be
used a vehicle for teaching and learning across all subjects. Primary emphasis will be on the process, though
opportunities to celebrate the artistic creations made by individuals and collectively. Community artists will assist the
process as teachers, children and parents find ways to collaborate together. The aim of this plan is to support all
children to envision themselves as creative individuals, able to say with confidence, “I am an artist. I am a musician. I
am an actor. I am a dancer. I am a creator.”
Visual Arts will be explored in multiple media, with many process-based and open-ended tasks. The goal of each
discrete art lesson will be to develop key skills and competencies while also ensuring that tasks are open and allow for
individuality. Work of children will be on display throughout the school. Opportunities to visit exhibitions and galleries
will be used, along with exposure to a range of art forms in a culturally inclusive manner, to allow children to view,
consider and discuss art, particularly in the context of thematic teaching.
Through our school’s Music programme, children will develop music skills related to rhythm, pitch, dynamics and basic
notation through practical experiences. Singing is at the core of this practice in all the classes. Younger classes will
begin to explore instrumental music using a range of percussion instruments while children from 2nd Class and up will
play tin whistle on occasion. The school is under negotiation to participate in the Music Generation programme.
Children will also be exposed to a range of musical styles through performances by guests to the school, off-site
concerts and listening and responding to a range of music from around the world and from various time periods. Music
is regularly shared as a school on a weekly basis during assemblies and at the end of the first and third terms for
families.
Drama lessons will be interactive and linked to themes from across the curriculum. Drama can be a very effective way
to explore core values and developing relationships linked to the Learn Together curriculum. While much of the drama
activities will be non-performance in nature, including dramatic play, imaginative play, improvisation and role play,
the school does value the various skills that are developed through collaborating towards a group performance.
Therefore, linked to the Irish curriculum, classes perform a short play in Irish annually as well as other drama
performances throughout the year.
In addition to the regular curriculum, the school supports afterschool enrichment activities that develop arts skills.

4. Aims
General Aims
 To foster a creative process by encouraging independent enquiry and creative action.
 To develop fundamental skills that support the creative process.
 To collaborate in task-oriented individual, group and whole-class creative processes.
 To share creative experiences at the classroom level, within the school and with the wider community.
Visual Arts
 To explore a range of visual arts media (including painting, drawing, sculpture, digital arts including animation and
film, textiles, clay and nature art) through individual and collaborative processes.
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To examine critically a range of visual arts, including that peer’s creations as well as those created by recognised
artists.
 To develop fine-motor skills through artistic practice.
 To understand and implement a range of concepts such as colour, texture, pattern and composition.
 To share creative work and speak about it in formal and informal exhibitions, reflecting on both the process and
content.
 To collaborate with artists to create visual art in a range of media individually and collectively.
Music
 To develop important skills related to ear training, pitch recognition, rhythm and dynamics.
 To take pleasure and enjoyment from collaborative music-making, particularly group singing.
 To experience creating music with instruments at an age-appropriate level.
 To learn basic literacy skills related to music notation and applying this in practice to shared music making.
 To perform music collectively on a regular basis.
 To listen to and respond to a range of musical experiences, both music created by peers and music created by
skilled musicians, ideally live but also through carefully selected recordings.
 To reflect on and discuss the range of emotions associated with music listening and music performance.
Drama
 To explore feelings, relationships, core values and motivation through the use of drama activities.
 To use dramatic play to explore others point of view as well as to understand concepts in a range of curriculum
areas from an empathetic perspective.
 To develop an awareness of projection, facial expression, posture and voice changes to create character.
 To collaborate with others to develop and sustain a shared story line through imaginative play and improvisation.
 To experience the excitement of live performance on a regular basis, attending performances and then reflecting
on them.
 To work together with others to perform short, age-appropriate performances based on a script.

5. Approaches, Methodologies and Content
The focus of Arts curricula is developing a variety of skills through practical application of these skills to create as an
individual and collaboratively.
5.1
Workshop Experiences versus Performances
A dual approach is taken to the arts curriculum. Explorative activities are central through workshop settings that allow
for experimentation and learning skills through practical experience. On the other hand, creating, sharing and viewing
finished creative pieces is important and valued as well. This may take the form of play performances, art exhibitions
or concerts, both formal and informal. Therefore, we will provide two types of art experiences: those that are processfocused and those that are intended to lead to a finished product to be shared with others.
The school intends to continue the practice of collaborating with artists. Since the opening of the school the following
artists have had residencies in the school, either funded directly by the school or with the support of the Arts Office of
Galway City Council or the Arts Council: Micheál Aoife Barret (printmaking), Tatiana Dobos (ceramics), Bertrand Huvé
and guests (musical performances), Tom Meskell (large-scale willow sculpting), Carmel Balfe (shadow puppetry) and
Lasairfhíona Ní Chonaola (sean-nós singing). We look forward to continuing this tradition.
A regular weekly assembly, normally on Friday, provides a chance for classes to share songs, poems and other creative
endeavours with the wider school community. Typically, classes perform at least one play annually for the other
classes and their parents, usually through Irish. In addition, assemblies for parents are important events for the school
community where learning is showcased and celebrated.
5.2

Visual Arts

5.2.1
Strands and Strand Units
The Visual Arts Curriculum has the following Strand Units, each with Creating, Looking and Responding Strand
Units:
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Drawing
Paint and colour
Print
Clay
Construction
Fabric and fibre

5.2.2
Key Concepts and Skills
The following concepts and skills are taught through creative practice, often using a modelling approach followed by
guided exploration, as well as considering these elements when viewing others’ visual arts creations. An awareness of
line
- An awareness of shape
- An awareness of form
- An awareness of colour and tone
- An awareness of texture
- An awareness of pattern and rhythm
An awareness of space
5.2.3
Methodologies
Visual Arts lessons are usually structured in the following form once a teacher selects a task or project idea based on
the curriculum objectives.
- As a group, similar examples of visual art creations in the target media and style are viewed, and an extensive oral
discussion follows on all aspects of the art including media, technique, composition, subject manner, emotional
intent and personal interpretations and preferences.
- Pupils are introduced to the media and shown how to use the tools provided. Normally this is demonstrated by
the teacher or visiting artist.
- Pupils have opportunities to explore the use of the material, ideally on more than one occasion and with support
from the teacher or visiting artist.
- After a period of exploration, pupils individually or collectively refine their skills by completing a task that is
intended for sharing.
- Artwork is presented to the class (and occasionally to parents and the wider community. An opportunity for
children to speak about their own work and the work of others is provided. Often, the artwork is included in the
children’s portfolios, either self-selected or included by the teacher.
- Children’s creative work, both on a long-term and short-term bases, are displayed prominently in the school.
- Visits to galleries and exhibitions provide an opportunity to experience and speak about art creation.
5.2.4
Year Plans
These year plans are a starting point for teachers when composing their yearly schemes. Suggested, though not
mandatory, activities are provided below, and teachers are welcome to substitute their own extension activities and
creative experiences based on their interests and expertise but in a balanced way addressing all six strands of the
curriculum.
Junior Infants
Artists
Picasso
Vincent Van Gogh
Kandinsky

Sample Projects and Activities
Construction & Paint
Drawing – Self Portraits/First Picture in School.
Drawings from recounts – science experiments, visits to the park, nature
walk, Visit to Teddy Bears Hospital.
Painting & making cards for their Parents for Mother’s Day Card, Father’s
Day Cards, End-of-Year Appreciation Cards.
Painting Winter, Autumn, Spring and Summer scenes
Painting snowmen, penguins, pumpkins, witches, ghosts, owls,
leprechauns and ants (linked to themes and science activities)
Painting using various types of fruit, vegetables, tin foil and sponges.
Using playdoh to construct various objects to tie in with Aistear Themes
Junk Art (during Aistear time).
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Media
Clay (playdoh)
Painting
Printing (using a
selection of materials
fruit, vegetables,
sponges, cotton
wool, cotton buds)
Cutting and pasting
Chalk
Construction
Card
Paper

Cutting & pasting activities based on stories in History
Constructing Easter Baskets
Making masks for Éadaí Liam (drama performance)
Printing
Leaf printing (Tie in with Seasons Activities)
Handprints – making Farm Animals and Fire Men to tie in with Aistear
Themes, handprints on cards for their parents and handprints for “I have a
Dream” Martin Luther King posters
Cut out large shapes and then use shaped sponges for printing with paint
Using vegetables and other natural items as printing tools to create scenes
Collage
Cutting up pattern resist pieces and making a collage on black paper – tie
in with English Stories Owl Babies, The Very Hungry Caterpillar.
Hearts for Valentine’s Day, Easter and Halloween
Clay
Free exploration with playdoh during Aistear time.
Baker’s clay/salt dough - Autumn Night Scene
Making pots, boats or animals using air-drying clay

Various size paint
brushes
Scrap materials for
junk art
Paper plates
Pipe Cleaners
Paints – various
colours
Colouring Pencils &
crayons

Senior Infants
Artists
Frida Kahlo
Andy Warhol
Van Gogh
Kandinsky
Seurat
Jim Dine

Sample Projects and Activities
Drawing
Look What I Can Do books
Drawing storyboards of Baboró performance
Drawings for recounts: summer event, trip to the woods, family event, etc.
Drawing related to journeys, families, homes, growing and changing, recipes,
morning messages, news stories, monthly sheets, farm scene, baby animals, endof-year personal reflection
Drawing and creating cards during Aistear
Cover sheet for worksheets taken home
Patterned borders with markers
Ruler drawing (abstract images by creating different intersecting lines and then
adding colour)
Ice cream cones or food items to match the themed poem
Decorating pinch pots with permanent markers
Little seasons books
Drawing costumes for class play
Zentangles – black and white meditative drawing approach
Painting
Self-portraits (faces only) with an opportunity to mix colours to match skin tone
and hair colour
Large collaborative circle paintings
Painting salt-dough flowers
Watercolour paintings in the style of Jim Dine of love hearts
Painting with acrylic paint the inside of the pinch-pots
Free-painting with discussions of colour mixing during Aistear
Painting large set pieces for the calss play
Kandinsky-inspired shape and circle paintings
Pointillist paintings: Aboriginal and Seurat-inspired using cotton swabs
Watercolour and salt paintings
Painting pumpkins using orange shades/tones
Pattern resist – colouring with crayons in patterns and then a colour wash
Printing
Leaf printing (negative and positive)
Cut out large shapes and then use shaped sponges for printing with paint
Using vegetables and other natural items as printing tools to create scenes
Fingerprinting and then directing to be individual creatures
Collage
Cutting up pattern resist pieces and making a collage on black paper
Aromatic pattern art– using herbs and spices
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Media
Styrofoam blocks
Paint
Crayons
Play dough
Salt dough
Recyclable
materials
Spices
Coloured pencils
Shape sponges
Scrap buttons
Pompoms
Pipe cleaners
Markers
Plasticine
Coloured paper
Watercolour and
acrylic paint
Air-drying clay
Permanent
markers
Fruit and
vegetables for
printing (i.e. okra,
bell peppers, etc.)
Cotton swabs
painting
Salt painting

Clay
Free exploration with playdough during Aistear time
Baker’s clay (shapes and then free creation and painting finished pieces)
Salt-dough flowers (painted afterwards)
Making pinch pots using air-drying clay
Work with visiting artists
Construction
Junk art during Aistear time
Snowpeople using music paper and other materials
Polar bears and penguins
Colouring and cutting out animal masks
Fabric and Fibre
Paired paper-weaving task
Hessian

First Class
Artists
Van Gogh
Walter Osborne
Pieter Bruegel the
Elder
Tatiana Dobos
Le Nain brothers
Frans Hals
Munch
Mary Cassatt
Dali
Magritte
Miró
Donatello
Auguste Rodin
Alberto Giacometti
Niki de Saint Phalle
Anthony Caro
Vivienne Roche
Michael Warren
Antoni Gaudí
Le Corbusier
I. M. Pei
James Gandon

Sample Projects and Activities
Drawing
Drawings as part of recounts
Children will draw their handprints and cut them out
Incidental drawings as part of morning activity
Drawings of familiar places in our city- SESE
Decorate a frame for their acrostic poem
Mindful colouring
Drawings linked to Gaeilge of ghosts, witches, giants
Drawing of a face that is frightened (children consider raised eyebrows,
wide eyes and open mouth)
Draw a photograph album of your family (Template from ‘Draw on your
Emotions’)
Draw what special belongings you would take in a suitcase
Halloween art
Illustrate scenes on a poster to demonstrate the turn of events from
Maria’s Story (Learn Together)
Create a poster for a seanfhocail
Rangoli patterns
Winter picture
Bubble and 3D writing
Climate protections posters
Thanksgiving and Valentine’s Day Cards, art for Seachtain na Gaeilge
Draw snowman as part of procedural writing
Christmas tree
Space art
Under the sea scene
Starry Night
Mother’s day card
Father’s Day card
Construction
Skeleton picture
Paper plate snowman
Christmas tree
Origami Snowflakes - Children cut out snowflakes from folded paper
Pop out Christmas cards
Children will construct different insects such as ants, snails, butterflies
and ladybirds out of different materials
Valentine’s Day
Daffodils
St. Patrick’s Day leprechaun
Fish
Painting
Hedgehogs
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Media
Clay
Construction
Fabric and Fibre
Paint and colour
Print
Multi- media
Pencil

Autumn Leaves
Spooky spiders
Snowman print
Christmas tree candle holder
Christmas tree
Clay animals
Under the sea scene
Summer beach scene
Clay
Pinch pots
Christmas tree candle holder
Clay Pots with Tatiana
Clay animals
Printing
Snowman print
Bubble print with toilet roll inserts
Bubble wrap printing patterns
Rubbings from tree bark/leaves
Hanukkah menorah hand prints
Ear buds cherry blossom tree
Making stencils spray or sponge painting over stencils cut to design
Fabric and Fibre
Paper plate snowman – scarf
St. Patrick’s Day leprechaun
Under the sea fish collage
Make puppets for Gaeilge/drama

Second Class
Artists
Louis le Broquy
Jack B. Yeats
John Lavery
Sir William Orpen
Francis Bacon
Kandinsky
Renoir
Seurat
Van Gogh
Monet
Manet
Matisse
Rousseau
Miro
Picasso
Jackson Pollock
Andy Warhol
Georgia O’Keefe
Gustav Klimt
Gunta Stolzl
Contemporary Irish
artists such as:
Colin Davidson
Mick O’Dea
Kenneth Webb
Manus Walsh
Jennifer
Cunningham
Grace Cunningham
John Behan

Sample Projects and Activities
Drawing
Outside observational drawing
Still-life drawing
Experiment with mark making using pencils, charcoal and pastels.
Observational drawing of hand
Portraiture
Illustrations
Cartoon art
Negative space drawing
Silhouettes
Upside down drawing
Symmetrical art – focus on children’s names using bubble writing
Painting
Class teacher demos on painting and drawing skills
Class teacher bringing in oil paintings as teaching aids to show techniques
Colour mixing – primary and secondary colours
Developing a palette of colours and using the colours created in the
palette to express feelings and interests in the medium of paint
Exploring tints and colour tones. Using white paint and black paint to
lighten and darken colours to create a tonal range.
Paint a seascape – focusing on the horizon line, mountains, sea and sky
Introduce techniques such as blending and scumbling
Focusing on the form of objects – e.g. painting the roundness of a tree
and the dancing waves of the sea
Portraiture – skin tone, blending, the dimensions of the face, the spacing
between eyes, the length of nose etc. (Linkage with famous portrait artists
such as Colin Davidson, Mick O’Dea, Lavery, Orpen)
Painting in the style of an artist – e.g. the swirls of Vincent van Gogh in
‘Starry Starry Night’; the pointillist style of Georges Seurat using finger
painting, cotton buds and a very thin paintbrush tip; the freedom and
expressionist style of Jackson Pollock, Kandinsky and Picasso.
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Media
Clay
Construction
Fabric and Fibre
Paint and colour
Print
Multi-media

Fran Mc Cann
Joe Hogan
Tatiana Dobos
Éadain

Printing
Leaf rubbings and printing
Potato/vegetable printing
Printing with string/cardboard and a variety of tools
Relief printing using chalk, pencils and oil pastels or wax crayons
Finger printing and painting (bonfires at Halloween)
Clay
Free Exploration of Marla
Ceramics with Tatiana (visiting artist)
Make simple pottery objects using air dry clay
Construction
The Upside Down Playground – using cardboard, card and paper
Masks
Minibeasts
Collage using a variety of materials
Fabric and Fibre
Weaving
Using felt to make representational and abstract art

Third Class
Artists
Jackson Pollack
Van Gough
Picasso
Quentin Blake

Fourth Class
Artists
Matisse
Ethiopian weaving
Rodin
Calder
Lisa Pritchard

Sample Projects and Activities
Clay
Pinch pots
Diya lamps
Hearts for Valentine’s Day
Fabric and Fibre
Weaving
Collage
Painting
Colour wheel (mixing to make the tertiary colours)
Colour washes with batik
Paintings in the style of Pollock/ Van Gogh
Using natural materials in forest schools
Collage/Construction
Snowflakes Stars
Set Design for plays
Collage in the Style of Picasso
Printing
Potato prints
Cave prints
Leaves in forest schools
Drawing
Free style drawing
Still life – flowers/ fruits
Picasso line drawings
Watercolour pencil drawing
Portraits
Shading techniques
Development of drawing using staged approach.
Sketching from differing viewpoints
Contour line drawings of still life

Media
Paper and card
Nature Art: ground,
sand,
mud
and
leaves, forest floor.
Paint
Pencil
Clay

Sample Projects and Activities
Clay
Slab pottery (wall hanging)
Fabric and Fibre
Making rope
Pom-poms and tassels
Making musical instruments with cardboard poles and fabric

Media
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Wire
Air-dry clay
Wool
Jute
Poster paint
Ripped paper

Embroidery from
around the world
Jim Dine
MC Escher
Da Vinci
Mondrian

Fifth Class
Artists
Indian and South
American block
prints
Faith Ringgold
(narrative quilts)
Jeannie Baker
Pablo Picasso
Edvard Munch
Klara Kristalova
Roy Liechtenstein
Brad Spencer (clay
relief)
Van Gogh
Warhol
Diego Fazio and
Chuck Close (hyperreal portrait
drawings)
Roberto Benavidez

Self-portraits using fabric and wallpaper
Making bobbins/scrunchies
Painting
Colour Scale (mixing one colour with white and black)
One-colour paintings
Colour washes
Paintings in the style of Mondrian
Set pieces for performance (large-group murals)
Heart paintings in the style of Jim Dine
Girl with a Pearl Earring – Vermeer
Starry Night – Van Gogh
Poppies in a vase – Van Gogh
Collage/Construction
Finding clippings and name shades creatively
Colour collage using cuttings
Calder-inspired paper sculptures
Making musical instruments with cardboard poles and fabric
Hanging flower collages in cellophane
Printing
Bubble wrap and negative printing
Found-object printing
Masking tape designs
Tessellation designs
Drawing
Students complete a drawing based on a mark on a sheet of paper
Zooming in with a view finder
Sketching from differing viewpoints
Contour line drawings of still life
Near and far (overlapping, size variation)
Shading spectrum
Showing shape with shading – drawing still-life of eggs
Still life with shading (objects of personal importance)
Black pen and ink winter drawings with one small colour accent
Haunted houses with pastels

Magazine collage
Bubble wrap
Found-objects
Pencil
Charcoal
Black pen
Oil pastels

Sample Projects and Activities
Printing
Two-colour block printing
Foam and cardboard blocks (Aztec prints)
Warhol-inspired prints
Painting
Complex colour mixing
Painting a local landmark
Paintings expressing feelings (compare to The Scream)
Painting in response to the song “Vincent”
Fabric and Fibre
Exploring different fabric types
Basic stitches
Basic applique (embroidery) to make a class quilt
Consider toys of the past and make simple stuffed toys
Drawing
Drawings in comic and realistic styles related to class novels (The Watsons
Go to Birmingham and A Story Like the Wind)
Drawing a logo for a favourite game or an advertisement for a past-time
llustrating a cartoon strip
Architectural drawings
Portrait drawings
Clay
Pinch pots inspired by Aztec styles and animals

Media
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Block printing
Poster paint
Acrylic paint
Basic embroidery
Pencil
Coloured pencil
Eraser
Fabric
Needles
Thread/floss
Felt
Air-dry clay
Recyclable containers
Papier mâché

Relief work
Construction
Junk sculptures
Architectural structures from card
Papier mâché sculptures

Sixth Class
Artists
Joan Miro
James Rizzi
Gustav Klimt
Gargoyles on local
buildings (Lynch’s
Castle, St Nicholas
Church, etc.)
Bascquait
Elaine and Willem
de Kooning
(abstract
expressionist
painting)
Aileen Frick (torn
paper)
Martin Wright
(wire sculpture)

5.3

Sample Projects and Activities
Drawing
Winter scenes using oil pastels and blue or black paper
Perspective drawing (one-point)
Pastel drawings (animal close-ups of different parts in a triptych)
Charcoal life drawings
Klimt-like pattern drawings (gold paint and then various markers/pens)
Printing
Linoleum squares (etching) and roller printing
Gelli Art printing plates
Fabric and Fibre
Running stitch
Stuffed creatures/animals with applique
Painting
Exploration of expressive, non-figurative art
Self-portrait (cubist style with bright colours and
Class mural project
Clay
Making beads using Femo clay to create jewelry
Gargoyle heads with air-dry clay
Modroc masks
Construction
Ripped-paper collages (habitat scenes)
Wire sculptures (bodies in motion)

Media
Oil pastels
Pencil
Charcoal
Ink printing
Linoleum squares
Paint
Pen (black, coloured)
Gelli Art plates
Femo
Felt
Floss/thread
Chalk and oil pastels
Air-dry clay
Modroc
Wire

Music

5.3.1
Strands and Strand Units
The Music Curriculum has the following Strand Units:
- Listening and Responding
o Exploring sounds
o Listening and responding to music
- Performing
o Song singing
o Early literacy
o Playing instruments
- Creating
o Improvising and creating
o Talking about and recording compositions
5.3.2
Key Skills
The following concepts and skills are taught through creative practice, often using a modelling approach followed by
guided exploration, as well as considering these elements when viewing others’ visual arts creations.
- A sense of pulse (steady beat)
- A sense of duration (long/short, patterns, rhythm)
- A sense of tempo (fast/slow)
- A sense of pitch (high/low)
- A sense of dynamics (loud/soft)
- A sense of structure (same/different)
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A sense of timbre (tone colour)
A sense of texture (one sound/several sounds)
A sense of style

5.3.3
Methodologies
A range of common methodologies are used across the class levels to develop music skills and an appreciation for all
forms of musical expression.
Listening and Responding
- Exposure to a variety of musical styles, both in discrete music lessons and also incidentally during work time, as
accompaniment to movement breaks and linked into geography and history study.
- Opportunities to respond to music across the curriculum through oral language discussions, written responses,
movement (PE) and visual arts.
- Teachers model metacognitive thinking with statements like “I wonder…” and “I notice…”
Listening to live performances
- Attendance at off-site concerts and well as visits by professional musicians introducing the children to various
instruments.
- Use of online clips of quality music performances.
- Singing and music workshops with visiting artists.
- Friday Assembly – Listening to other classes performing songs, rhymes and poems on a weekly basis.
Song-Singing
- Singing is an integral part of the curriculum and is often used as a teaching tool across the curriculum, especially
with the younger classes.
- Singing is taught using a call-and-response approach or through the aid of recording.
- While attention is paid to accuracy in rhythm and pitch, the focus is always on meaningful, positive participation.
- Weekly whole-school and end-of-term assemblies are opportunities to sing for an audience.
- In time, a choir will be formed to support the development of choral singing skills.
Instruments
- Percussion instruments are used with all classes.
- Children begin playing the tin whistle in 2nd class.
- It is envisioned that Music Generation will provide an experience to all children in 5th class to learn another
musical instrument beginning in 2022.
Compositions
- A gradual release of responsibility approach informs the composition of simple rhythms and melodies.
- An improvisational call-and-response approach using instruments or body percussion is effective.
- As notation skills develop, these are applied to short class, small-group and individual compositions.
5.3.4
Year Plans
These year plans are a starting point for teachers when composing their yearly schemes. Suggested, though not
mandatory, activities are provided below, and teachers can use similar songs and creative experiences based on their
interests and expertise but always in a balanced way addressing all three strands of the curriculum.
Junior Infants
Listening and
Responding
Listening
Mozart – The
Marriage of
Figaro
Verdi – La
Traviata

Performing:
Performing:
Literacy
Instruments
Picture
Using a
symbols to
selection of
represent
percussion
simple
instruments
rhythms
to
accompany

Performing: Songs
-

There are 7 Days
Good Morning
What is the Weather
Happy Birthday
Lá Breithe Shona Duit
Ag Cur Báistí Arís
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Composing
-

Performing
and composing
with body
percussion

-

Pucinni –
Madam
Butterfly
Vivaldi – Four
Seasons
Tchaikovsky –
Toy Symphony
Haydn – String
Quartets
Silly songs
Musical Games
Instruments
Introduce
children to
various
musical
instruments of
the orchestra
(see link)

-

If All the Raindrops
Old McDonald
Jolly Phonics songs
The More We Do Together
Tá sé Am Glanadh Suas
Clean Up, Clean Up
Bualadh Bos
Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star
Five Little Monkeys
I am Special Song
Songs from Gaeilge schemes
Head Shoulders Knees and Toes
This Old Man
Junior Infants Rap Song
If your name starts with A, B etc.
The Ants go Marching One by One
Aon, do, tri ..
Dinosaur, dinosaur
Be Honest Song
Baby Shark
Nursery Rhymes – Hot Cross Buns, Three
Blind Mice, Wheels on the Bus, Dr. Foster
I’m a Little Teapot
The Muffin Man
The Itsy Bitsy Spider
Pat – A – Cake
Four Little Flowers
If You’re Happy and You Know It
Don’t Worry Be Happy
1,2,3,4,5 Once I caught a Fish Alive

-

-

Introduce
the
concept of a rest
Keeping
the steady
beat
(counting
in 4)

rhymes &
songs
Exploring
simple
rhythms in a
call and
response
format

Call and
response (4
beats)
Experimenting
with different
vocal qualities
Composing
songs by
adding music
to poems and
rhymes

Senior Infants
Listening and Responding
Listening and Responding
(theme-based)
Different tempos
(fast or slow) and
making drawings in
response
Sharp and smooth
movement inspired
by different music
selections
Pacific 231
(Honnegar) and
Short Ride in a Fast
Machine (Adams)
Carnival of the
Animals (SaintSaens)
The Planets (Holst)
Instruments
Review instruments
of the orchestra
www.classicsforkids.
com/music/instrume
nts_orchestra.asp

Performing: Songs
-

Hocaí Pócaí
Jolly Phonics songs
In The Autumn
Inniu Mo Lá Breithe
Éirigh suas a Shéimí
The Planets Revolve around the Sun
Tá mise i Naíonáin Mhóra
Jingle Bells
Mo Mhadra
Tá madra beag ag Nóirín
Feirm Mhamó
I’m Driving in My Car
Fadó Fadó
Slán a Mham….
Oinc, Oinc
Lá Fhéíle Pádraig
If You Want to Sing Out…
Vowel Song
Ag Spraoi le Chéile
If You Want to Sing Out, Sing Out
Inch by Inch
Vowel Song
Ag Spraoi le Chéile
If You Want to Sing Out, Sing Out
Inch by Inch
Love in Any Language
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-

-

-

-

-

Performing:
Performing:
Literacy
Instruments
Picture
Using a
symbols to
selection of
represent
percussion
simple
instrument
rhythms
s to
Ta, ti-ti, taaccompany
ah, etc. –
rhymes &
use
songs
symbols
Background
Introduce
music to tie
symbols
in with
(crotchet,
children’s
minim,
vocals
semibreve,
quavers,
crotchet
rest) but
not names
Writing
rhythms in
4/4 time
Keeping
the steady
beat (in 4)

Composing
-

-

-

-

-

As a class, write
a song about
being in senior
infants – set a
simple melody
Collective writing
of a piece of
music, adding
note values to
match the
natural rhythms
and then using a
melody –
connected to
Aistear themes
Call and
response (4
beats)
Experimenting
with different
vocal qualities
Writing rhythms
in four-beat bars
and performing
them with
instruments

1st Class
Listening and Responding
Listening and Responding
Lisa Hannigan – Song
of the Sea, Lille
Ok Go – This Too Shall
Pass, Upside Down
and Inside Out
Tchaikovsky – Dance
of the Sugar Plum
Fairy and Waltz of the
Flowers from The
Nutcracker
Prokofiev – Peter and
the Wolf, Winter
Bonfire
Howard Blake –
Walking in the Air
Lionel Bart – songs
from Oliver!
G. Kleinsinger – Tuby
the Tuba
Bill Whelan –Trad at
Heart and Riverdance
Flowers and Pickett –
Grandad
Clannad - Theme from
Harry’s Game, Shoe
the Donkey
Mozart – Piano
Concerto No. 21,
second movement
Ravel – I Bolero
Instruments
Review instruments of
the orchestra

Performing: Songs
-

Jolly Phonics songs (review)
Sa Zú
Leon, Tíogar…
Yellow Submarine
Boom Chicka Boom
Count on me
We Will Rock You
An Fathach
Halloween Song – Witches Brew
Spooky Scary Skeletons
An Fathach Mór Buí
Doe a deer (Sound of Music)
Che Che Kule
Báidín Fheilimí
States of Matter Song
Fathach Fíochmhar
Months of the year rhyme
Somewhere Only We Know
Cuairt ar Shan Nioclás
Something Just Like This
Bualadh Bos Go Léir
Na Droichid Arda
Wonderwall
Mango Mango
All Kinds of Everything
Séid an Ghaoth
An Leanbh Beag Nua
Beidh Aonach Amárach i
gContae and Chlár
Suas le Jeaic
Bó le Díol
Fí fá fó fúm
Rith a Jeaic
Peigín an Litir Mór
Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious

-

-

-

-

-

Performing:
Literacy
Review
Ta, ti-ti, taah, etc. – use
symbols
Solfa scale
Review
symbols
(crotchet,
minim, semibreve,
quavers,
crotchet rest)
and
introduce
other rests
but don’t use
their names
Writing
rhythms in
4/4 time
Keeping the
steady beat
(counting in
4)

Performing:
Instruments
Using a
selection of
musical
instruments
(percussion
) to
accompany
to repeat
and create
short
musical
phrases
Counting
tens and
units using
sounds and
instruments

Performing:
Literacy
Begin
using
official
names for
note
values
(crotchet,
quaver,
crotchet
rest,
minim)
Discuss
and
identify
syncopati
on

Performing:
Instruments
Percussion
Play a variety
of rhythms
with each
piece of
percussion
instrument
Link with
notation
work
Tin Whistle
Introduce
how to hold,
make sounds
and
fingerings

Composing
-

Writing
rhythms in
4/4 time
using
picture
symbols
and
convention
al symbols
Call and
response
rhythms in
4/4 time
Matching
rhythms to
common
words

-

-

2nd Class
Listening and Responding
Listening and Responding
Dvorák – Largo (from
Symphony 9 in E
Minor, From the New
World)
Tchaikovsky – Dance of
the Sugar Plum Fairy
Rimsky Korsakov –
Flight of the Bumble
Bee Nikolai
Stauss – Radetzky
March
Kodaly – The Viennese
Musical Clock
Vivaldi – Spring from
Four Seasons

Performing: Songs
-

Óró mo Bháidín
Bearnaí Beach
Tá na Báid
Cúcabarra
Dilín ó deamhas
Nóra bheag
Baidín Fheilimidh
An Faoileán
Clip Clop a Chapaillín
Trupall Trapall
The Garden Song
Kookaburra
Three Little Birds
Theme song from Spirit Riding Free
The Cuckoo (Peter’s Flowing
Stream)
Spring Song (As I sat on the hillside)
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Composing
-

-

-

Writing
rhythms
in 4/4
time
using
picture
and
standard
symbols
Call and
response
rhythms
in 4/4
time
Make
rhythmic
tunes and

-

Morning (from Peer
Gynt Suite Number 1)
Composer: Edvard
Grieg, Norway, 1843 1907
Elephant from Carnival
of the Animals
Composer: Camille
Saint-Saens, 1835-1921
Fossils from Carnival of
the Animals Composer:
Camille Saint-Saens,
1835-1921
Cuckoo in the Depths
of the Woods from
Carnival of the Animals
Composer: Camille
Saint-Saens, 1835-1921
Instruments
Review instruments of
the orchestra in
context of listening

-

Jamaica Farewell
Yellow Bird
Day-O (Banana Boat)
The Toothbrush Song
The Snowman
Little Wooden Puppet
Down Up Song
Squirrel Nutkin
Hello Everybody
Li’l Liza Jane
Moonshine Tonight
Funny Hats
Ob la de, Ob la da
My Bonnie Lies over the Ocean
Sing a Rainbow
Let it Snow
A Winter’s Tale
Summer Holiday
Morningtown Ride
My Grandfather’s Clock
This Ole House
Alouette
Songs from The Mini-beast Musical

-

-

(dotted
notes)
Solfa
syllables:
s, m l, s,
m (in
handsigns
only); l, s,
m / m, r,
d
(handsign
s and 2or 3-line
stave)
Names of
notes in
the
context of
tinwhistle
playing

-

-

Hot Cross
Buns
Rain, Rain Go
Away
Twinkle,
Twinkle Little
Star
Old Mac
Donald
Jingle Bells
London
Bridge
Frere Jacques
The Cuckoo
Clock
The Wheels
on the Bus
The Mulberry
Bus
Baa, Baa
Black Sheep
Merrily We
Roll Along

share
them with
the class

3rd Class
Listening and Responding
Listening and Responding
Vivaldi – The Four
Seasons
Handel – Water Music
Beethoven –
Moonlight Sonata
A selection from the
following
contemporary genres:
Irish traditional, rap,
folk, pop and country
Instruments
Review instruments of
the orchestra in
context of listening as
well as identify
instruments used in
other music genres

Performing: Songs
-

Trasna na dTonnta
Bean Pháidín
Ireland’s Call
You are My Sunshine
Téir Abhaile Riú
I’ll Tell Me Ma
The Bog Down in the
Valley Oh
Maidin ag gealadh
The Bare Necessities
Down by the Sally
Gardens
Molly Malone
Amhrán na bhFiann
(V1 agus curfá)
Songs associated with
the class musical

-

-

-

-

Performing:
Literacy
Review
names for
note values
(crotchet,
quaver,
crotchet rest,
minim)
Review
syncopation
(dotted
notes)
Names of
notes in the
context of
tin-whistle
playing
Review 4/4
time
Learn about
¾ time

Performing: Instruments

Composing

Percussion
Play a variety of
rhythms with each
piece of percussion
instruments
Link with notation
work
Tin Whistle
Review how to hold
and make sounds
and fingerings
Twinkle, Twinkle
Little Star
Mary Had a Little
Lamb
Kerry Polka 6
Amhrán na bhFiann
Ireland’s Call

-

-

-

Writing
rhythms in
4/4 time
using picture
symbols and
conventional
symbols
Call and
response
rhythms in
4/4 and 3/4
time
Make
rhythmic
tunes and
share them
with the class

4th Class
Listening and Responding
Listening and Responding
Mozart – Ave Verum Corpus,
Symphony 40, A Little Night
Music, The Abduction from
the Seraglio (study of tempo)
Saint-Saens – Dance
Macabre
Mussorgsky – Night on Bald
Mountain

Performing: Songs
-

Obwisana
Have It All (Jason
Mraz)
Tá an leon ina
choladh anocht
The Human Drum
Kit
Nead na Lachan
The Monster Mash

-

-
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Performing:
Literacy
Review names
for note values
(crotchet,
quaver,
crotchet rest,
minim)
Review
syncopation
(dotted notes)

Performing:
Instruments
Percussion
Play a
variety of
rhythms
with each
piece of
percussion
instruments

Composing
-

-

Writing
rhythms in 4/4
time using
picture
symbols and
conventional
symbols
Call and
response

-

Elgar – Sea Pictures
Gilbert and Sullivan – HMS
Pinafore
Pier Gynt Suite – In the Hall
of the Mountain King,
Morning, Anitra’s Dance.
Queen – Bohemian Rhapsody
– Study of Genres
Jazz- Ella Fitzgerald, Billie
Holiday, Duke Ellington.
Dave Brubeck – Take Five
Pink Floyd – Money- Using
everyday sounds/objects to
make music.
Instruments
Review instruments of the
orchestra in context of
listening as well as identify
instruments used in other
music genres
Electric guitar music
(Hendrix, Gallagher)

-

I Need a Waiter
(round)
Row, Row, Row Your
Boat (round)
Jingle Bell Rock
Auld Lang Syne
Dinimít
A House Divided
Jingle Bells
Dilín Ó Deamhas
Grandma’s Feather
Bed
Mango, Mango
Under the Sea
We Sail the Ocean
Blue
You Gotta Have
Heart
Higher and HigherJackie Wilson
Blue Suede Shoes –
Elvis Presley

-

-

-

Names of
notes in the
context of tinwhistle playing
Review 4/4
time
Review ¾ time
Practice
identifying
notes from a
stave (pitch
and value)
Tempo words
(presto,
allegro,
andante,
adagio)

-

Link with
notation
work
Tin Whistle
Review
how to hold
and make
sounds and
fingerings
The Fis
Waltz
Suantraí
Nead na
Lachan
Sally
Gardens
Bog Braon
Sea
shanties –
Blow the
Man Down
Spancil Hill

rhythms in 4/4
and 3/4 time
Human Drum
Kit
compositions
Experimenting
with different
singing styles
and voices

-

-

5th Class
Listening and Responding
Listening and Responding
World Music Study –
Latin America: La
Mariposa (Colibri –
Bolivia), Three Little
Birds (Cedella Marley
Booker and Taj Mahal –
Jamaica), Little Anancy
(Asheba – Trinidad),
Nichim Uvil (Claudia
Martinez – Mexico)
Beethoven –
Symphonies Number 5
and 9
Joplin – The Entertainer
Ó Riada – Mise Éire
Instruments
Review instruments of
the orchestra in context
of listening as well as
identify instruments
used in other music
genres

-

Performing: Songs
We Shall Be Free
(Garth Brooks)
Poc ar Buile
Zip-a-dee-doodah
Tairse Abhaile a
Mhairín Ó
Singing in the
Rain
Óro, ‘Sé do
Bheatha Bhaile
Let us Endeavour
(round)
Oh, When the
Saints (round)
Amhrán na
gCupán
Peigín Litir Mór
An Dreoilín
You Can’t Stop
the Beat
Happy

Performing: Literacy
Review names
for note values
(crotchet,
quaver, crotchet
rest, minim)
Review
syncopation
(dotted notes)
Names of notes
in the context of
tin-whistle
playing
Review 4/4 time
Learn about ¾
time
Introduce the
chromatic scale
(sharps and flats,
half-steps)

Performing: Instruments
Percussion
Play a variety of
rhythms with each
piece of percussion
instruments
Link with notation
work
Tin Whistle
Review how to hold
and make sounds
and fingerings
Review previous
songs
The Brosna Slide
Spancil Hill
Begley’s Favourite
Tairse Abhaile a
Mhairín Ó
Shoe the Donkey
Star Wars Theme
Other Instruments
Music Generation
experience for all

-

-

-

-

Composing
Writing
rhythms in
4/4 time
using picture
symbols and
conventional
symbols
Call and
response
rhythms in
4/4 and 3/4
time
Make
rhythmic
tunes and
share them
with the class
Creating and
notating
simple tunes
for the tin
whistle

6th Class
Listening and Responding
Listening and Responding
Verdi – The Great March
from Aida
Jazz Study – Stephane
Grapelli, Django Reinhardt,
Count Basie, Wynton
Marsalis, Ella Fitzgerald, Teri
Lyne Carrington

Performing: Songs
-

Firework
Hound Dog
Mamma Mia
Hey Jude
Cailín na
Gaillimhe

Performing:
Literacy
Review
names for
note values
(crotchet,
quaver,
crotchet rest,
minim)
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Performing:
Instruments
Percussion
Play a variety of
rhythms with each
piece of
percussion
instruments
Link with notation
work

Composing
-

Writing
rhythms in 4/4
and 3/4 time
using picture
symbols and
conventional
symbols

-

Pop Music through the
Decades – a popular song
from the last 10 decades –
Rhapsody in Blue, Sing Sing
Sing, In the Mood, Jailhouse
Rock, I Wanna Hold Your
Hand, Dancing Queen, Eye of
the Tiger, I Got a Feeling,
Firework,
Study on Irish trad music –
identifying different rhythms
such as jig, reel and hornpipe
Sharing self-selected
favourite songs
Instruments
Review instruments of the
orchestra in context of
listening as well as identify
instruments used in other
music genres

5.4

-

-

-

An bhFacha Tú
Mo
Shéamaisín?
Mo Ghile Mear
Seasons of
Love
I’ll Get by with
a Little Help
from My
Friends
Unwritten
Brave
Ah Poor Bird
(round)
Introduce twopart singing
with simple
harmonisation

-

-

-

Review
syncopation
(dotted
notes)
Names of
notes in the
context of
tin-whistle
playing
Review ¾ and
4/4 time
Introduce 2/2
and 6/8 time
Learn
dynamic
terms
(pianissimo,
mezzo piano,
etc.)

-

Making percussion
instruments
Tin Whistle
Review how to
hold and make
sounds and
fingerings
Review previous
tunes
Jingle Bells
Béidh Aonach
Amárach
Whelan’s Jig
Morning Has
Broken
Other Instruments
Music Generation
continues for
those with an
interest

-

-

-

-

Call and
response
rhythms in 4/4,
6/8 and 3/4
time
Make rhythmic
tunes and
share them
with the class
Composing
ostinatos and
rhythm
accompanimen
ts
Creating
rhythmic raps
on curriculum
areas

Drama

5.4.1
Strands and Strand Units
The Drama Curriculum has one Strand with three Strand Units:
Drama to explore feelings, knowledge and ideas, leading to understanding
- Exploring and making drama
- Reflecting on drama
- Co-operating and communicating in making drama
5.4.2
Prerequisites and Elements of Drama
Each teacher establishes the following prerequisites to ensure that the dramatic play is successful for all participants:
- Choosing appropriate and flexible content
- Establishing the fictional lens
- Creating a safe environment
The following elements of Drama are explored using such approaches as imaginative play, creative dramatics,
improvisation and developing a performance based on a script:
- Belief
- Time
- Role and character
- Tension
- Action
- Significance
- Place
- Genre
5.4.3

Methodologies

A variety of different activities will encompass drama lessons. Drama methodologies may be integrated across the
curriculum, particularly related to Oral Language/Teanga ó Bhéal in the Primary Language Curriculum. Discrete drama
lessons are used to develop creative and imaginative thinking as well as cooperation and relationship-building. Most
of these lessons will be process-oriented, aligned with the objectives of the curriculum. That being said, the value of
collaborating, refining and presenting drama in performance, both within the class as well as for others including other
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classes and parents, is an excellent team-building activity that helps a group of children achieve a shared goal. The
following general methodologies should be employed in the school:
-

Teacher in Role: The teacher sets the tone and with effective leadership guides the class towards engaging in a
shared dramatic process. One of the key ways is for the teacher to take on a role (a character from a story, a
person from history, etc.) By modeling how to enter into character, the teacher shows clearly how to engage in
dramatic play and performance.

-

Improvisation Games: By presenting unrehearsed challenges, children must respond in the moment and
collaborate to develop a shared story line. Improvisation games may have a range of sub-skills that are targeted
including listening, concentration, vocabulary development and social and emotional learning. For such activities,
teachers and children work together to establish a safe space where exploration and creativity are celebrated and
all contributions are valued. Teachers can scaffold the process, assisting children as required.

-

Creative Dramatics: This approach uses a known story line and encourages children to take on roles and improvise
the dialogue based on the original source. Different groups take turns performing the story for others without
rehearsal. A well-known fable, folk tale, picture book or book chapter can provide source material. After each
performance, it can be valuable to discuss what went well and what could be improved, focusing on such skills as
projection, eye contact, posture and characterization.

-

Readers’ Theatre: Two options are available for this method. A prepared script can be read as a class. Equally,
children can collaborate to use a source material to create their own readers’ theatre script.

-

Step by Step Drama: Two sources (Step by Step Educational Drama and Step by Step Together by Joanna Parkes
and Sarah FitzGibbon) provide excellent interdisciplinary lessons which are perfectly aligned with the drama
objectives, providing an opportunity to use drama skills to explore other curriculum areas. Each class will complete
at least one of the two assigned lessons from these resources that integrate with curriculum objectives in other
subjects.

-

Aistear: For the infant classes, imaginative play connected to Aistear themes is an essential aspect of the drama
curriculum. Teachers engage actively in the play, following the children’s lead but also providing a language model.
Older classes may from time to time, particularly first class, may use this method, visiting the infant classrooms
after the infants have gone home.

-

Assemblies, Winter Term & End-of Year Performances: The children view each class performance & perform for
each class as well as their parents. These assemblies and performances address drama as well as music, visual
arts, English, Irish and other curriculum objectives.

-

Dráma Gaeilge: Bíonn gach rang ag cur i láthair dráma nó ceoldráma as Gaeilge gach bliain. As well, classes may
present a class performance in English. These performances are presented to the other classes and parents of the
children in the class.

-

Viewing Performances: The opportunity to view live theatre or recorded dramatic presentations are pursued. The
Baboró Festival provides excellent opportunities for children to view high-quality performances. Pre- and postviewing activities are used to frame the performances.

5.4.4
Year Plans
These year plans are a starting point for teachers when composing their yearly schemes. Suggested, though not
mandatory, activities are provided below, and teachers are free to adapt these activities and creative experiences or
introduce new ones based on their interests and expertise, always addressing the curriculum objectives as well as
using elements of the drama curriculum in other curricular areas.
Junior Infants
Activities and Methodologies
Aistear (imaginative play)

Step by Step Drama Lessons
Ferdie the Frog
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-

Home Corner, Restaurant, Post Office, Vet, Doctor, Supermarket, Transport &
Journeys, The Farm
Interactive Stories (develop a story over several sessions, teacher in role, hot seating,
questioning, creative dramatics)
Humpty Dumpty, Little Miss Muffet, Jack and Jill, Little Red Riding Hood, Hey Diddle
Diddle
Dráma Gaeilge
Éadái Liam (or similar)
Action Rhymes (English and Gaeilge)
Have You Seen the Muffin Man?; Baa, Baa Black Sheep; Dinosaur, Dinosaur Turn
Around; Old McDonald Had a Farm; Mary Had a Little Lamb; The Animals on the
Farm; Little Bo Peep; Higgledy Peggledy Pop; Grandma Baked a Pie for Me; Clap
Your Hands
Role Play
Dealing with conflicts on yard and in class.

-

The class meet a shy, young
frog who is keen to learn all
about them and their world of
school.
Connection to SPHE, science
and Learn Together
The Hat Maker
A story from India. The hat
maker has to trick the
monkeys into giving him back
the hats they have stolen from
his bags.
Connection to English and
Geography

Senior Infants
Activities and Methodologies
Aistear (imaginative play)
Home Corner, Space Station, Fire Station, Restaurant, Toy Shop, Vet, Building
Site, Television Studio, Hairdresser, Pizza Restaurant, Airport
Creative Dramatics (retelling a story multiple times with improvised dialogue followed
by peer comments)
The Bird King, A Squash and a Squeeze, Stone Soup
Improvisation Games
Who am I? (jobs in the community)
In the manner of… (adverbs) and What are you doing?
6-line play (emotions)
Pretending to give the weather forecast
Hot-seating
characters from Julia Donaldson books being interviewed on the news, characters
from The Jolly Postman, interviewing characters from read-aloud books
Whole-Class Drama – The Airport
Roles assigned in the classroom and problems introduced that are solved “in
character”
Parts of the room assigned different areas in the airport
Dráma Gaeilge
Cinnín Óir (or similar)
Role Play
Dealing with conflicts on yard and in class; Stay Safe programme

Step by Step Drama Lessons
The Seasons’ Wizard
The people who live together in
a small village get very confused
when the weather starts getting
mixed up. They have to help the
Seasons Wizard sort out the
problems of the young trainee
wizards.
Connection to SPHE, Science
(seasons) and Learn Together
The King with Horse’s Ears
This is a story that combines folk
tales from Ireland and Serbia.
The king has a secret. He tries to
hide his ears under hats and a
barber disappears after every
haircut. One boy feels so unwell
keeping the secret. What will he
do?
Connection to SPHE and Learn
Together

1st Class
Activities and Methodologies
Improvisation Games
Keeper of the Keys, Follow the Leader, What’s My Job?, Alphabet, Pass
the Mime/Whisper, Blink Detective, Mirrors, Fruit Salad, Pass the
Wink, Who am I?
Creative Dramatics (retelling a story multiple times with improvised dialogue
followed by peer comments, teacher in role, freeze frame, hot seating,
narration)
The New Girl, Little Red Riding Hood, The Story of Cú Chulainn, Séimí
agus Síofra Sióg, People Who Help Us, Jack and the Beanstalk
Dráma Gaeilge
Jeaic agus an Gas Pónaire (or similar)
Seó Faisean
Role Play
Moral dilemmas

Step by Step Drama Lessons
The King of the Sea
The children receive a letter from the king
of the Sea asking them to travel to his
Palace under the Sea and help him sort out
a number of problems including the nasty
cough that has struck the young fish.
Connection to SPHE, Learn Together,
Science (buoyancy, environment)
Gerard the Giant
A giant and his family move to a new
village, but some are worried. Through the
story, the class explores difference and
stereotypes.
Connection to SPHE and Learn Together

2nd Class
Activities and Methodologies

Step by Step Drama Lessons
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Improvisation Games
Grandma’s Footsteps (explores dramatic tension), Follow Your Nose (encourages
awareness of different ways of moving as an individual in a group)
One Word at a Time (a story is told by the group or in pairs, with each person adding
one word at a time)
Ten-Second Objects (small groups make the shape of an object using their bodies – in
only ten seconds)
Two Truths, One Lie (tell your partner three things about yourself – two which are true
and one of which is a lie)
Mirror Game (mime activity where the children have to mirror the class teacher or the
leader of the group)
Where Do You Stand? (using two chairs and two signs stating agree and disagree this is a
way of discovering everybody’s opinions about a subject)
Creative Dramatics (retelling a story multiple times with improvised dialogue followed by peer
comments, action clip, conscience alley, flashbacks, flash forwards, freeze frames, hot seating,
teacher in role, role play, storytelling, narration, tableaux, thought tracking)
Sketches from Bua na Cainte
Re-enactments of parts of stories in history such as Oisín in Tír na n-Óg and the story of
the Giant’s Causeway
Using the class novel (Fantastic Mr. Fox, The Sheep Pig, Stone Fox, etc.) as a stimulus to
engage in dramatic activity – using dramatic activities to highlight the tension at
different scenes in the novel, character exploration and development, becoming
characters in the story (the farmers Boggis, Bunce and Bean really lend themselves to
this approach)
Dráma Gaeilge
An Garbhán (or similar)
Role Play
Moral dilemmas; Stay Safe programme; Learn Together

The Grumpy Old Man
This scheme (based on
Wilde’s The Selfish Giant,
explores what happens
when a grumpy man has
a beautiful garden which
he doesn’t wish to share
with anyone else. The Old
Man and the local
children learn how much
they can gain if they
share and look after what
they have together.
Connection to SPHE,
Learn Together,
Geography (seasons) and
English
Eco Quest
A once beautiful island is
being destroyed by the
Royal Family. However,
one Princess can see
what’s happening and
uses allies to help solve
the problem.
Connection to Geography
and Learn Together

Third Class
Activities and Methodologies
Improvisation Games
Rumour has It
Prop Bag
What Happens Next
Group Story
Who am I?
Mafia
Hot Seat
Come Here ‘til I Tell You
Group Freeze
Creative Dramatics (retelling a story multiple times with improvised dialogue
followed by peer comments, still image, mime, narration, hot seating,
flashback/forward, conscience alley)
Sketches from Bua na Cainte
Dráma Gaeilge
Plúirín Sneachta (or similar)
Role Play
Moral dilemmas

Step by Step Drama Lessons
Samir’s Life in Ancient Egypt
The Class live through crucial turning
points in the life of a young boy in
Ancient Egypt as he learns his trade from
his father, helps build the pharaoh’s
pyramid and has the honour of becoming
the Pharaoh’s master potter.
Connection with history (Ancient
Civilisations: Egypt)
Who Owns the Woods
A community of people is very
dependent on the nearby forest for their
needs. As they require more wood, they
come into conflict with the creatures of
the forest, the Treepers.
Connection with Geography, Science and
Learn Together

Fourth Class
Activities and Methodologies
Improvisation Games
Boppity Bop Bop Bop (listening game)
Freeze (improve game – anyone can yell freeze and the two actors freeze; the person
yelling freeze takes the same position of one person they replace and changes the story)
Who Am I? (occupation guessing game)
What are You Doing? (review of present continuous verb forms)
Pass the Mime (like the game Telephone)
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Step by Step Drama Lessons
Mystery at the Monastery
The children experience
life as a monk in a
monastery and have to
discover why things
start disappearing and
going wrong just before

-

In the Manner of… (one adverb is chosen known to the class and then one child suggests
verbs and the people from the class do the verb in the manner of the adverb)
Sound Effects (create a soundscape of a particular environment)
Who’s on?
Follow the Leader
What’s in the Box
Master, Master, Who am I?
Name, Action, Repeat
Word Ball
One-Word Story
Leaving the Party
Slow Motion Emotion
Prop Transformation
Creative Dramatics (retelling a story multiple times with improvised dialogue followed by peer
comments, hot seating, teacher in role, role play, storytelling, narration, tableaux)
Sketches from Bua na Cainte
Anansi story improvisations in small groups
Using the class novel and read-aloud books (Frindle, Lafcadio, Word of Mouse, etc.) as a
stimulus to engage in dramatic activity
Creating machines
Creating slideshows with narrators
Gibberish Translator and Gibberish Interpreter
Talk Show Host
Fairytale recreations in mime
Persuasive TV advertisements
Narrative and finish-the-story mimes
Performances using sounds or based on designated props
Readers’ Theatre
Turk and Runt: A Thanksgiving Drama
Ocean Food Chain
Lafcadio
Writing parts of class novels and then performing
Dráma Gaeilge
Fear Draíochta Oz (or similar)
Role Play
Moral dilemmas; Stay Safe programme

the arrival of the Bishop
with important news.
Connection with history
(Early Christian Ireland)
The Flying Boat
Two children and their
grandfather make a
flying boat and take
several journeys to help
children whose rights
are not being
protected.
Connection to
Geography, SPHE and
Learn Together

Fifth Class
Activities and Methodologies
Improvisation Games
Creative Dramatics (retelling a story multiple times with improvised dialogue
followed by peer comments, hot seating, teacher in role, role play, storytelling,
narration, tableaux)
Sketches from Bua na Cainte
Using the class novel and read-aloud books (The Watsons Go to
Birmingham, etc.) as a stimulus to engage in dramatic activity
Civil Rights Movement (link to The Watson Go to Birmhingham, Rosa Parks,
MLK Jr., the March on Washington, “If a Bus Could Talk” by Faith Ringgold
and “Martin’s Big Words” by Doreen Rappaport)
The Great Famine (excerpts of “Under the Hawthorn Tree” to set the scene,
defining space – The famine cottage, mime – The discovery of the potatoes
rotting in the fields, conscience alley – The family trying to decide whether
or not to go to the workhouse and later, the older children deciding
whether or not to emigrate on a coffin ship, Teacher in role as the
mistress/master of the workhouse)
The Green People
Dráma Gaeilge
Na Fianna agus an tOcthar Fear Maith (or similar)
Role Play
Moral dilemmas
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Step by Step Drama Lessons
What’s Wrong with Sam
Sam’s family have to move to another
part of the country and Sam finds it
difficult to come to terms with all the
changes in her life. The class have to
help her to find a way to deal with the
changes she is facing without losing
her temper and getting into greater
trouble.
Link to SPHE and Learn Together
1908 – Passage to America
Moving back in time to rural Ireland in
1908, a small community of families
depend on the local landowning
family. The family has a hard life and
is forced to make the decision to
move to America in order to survive.
The class follows the journey, explore
the reasons behind migration.
Link to History, SPHE, Learn Together
and Geography

Sixth Class
Activities and Methodologies
Improvisation Games
Boppity Bop Bop Bop (listening game)
Freeze (improve game – anyone can yell freeze and the two actors freeze; the
person yelling freeze takes the same position of one person they replace and
then changes the story)
Three-Word Skits (three words are randomly chosen and must be included in
each play)
Last Line (all plays end with “Farewell! I must return to my planet.” or another
chosen line)
Mime Sequence Chains (each child has a card telling what the person mimed
before them does, they then continue the story)
Three-Word Skits (three words are randomly chosen and must be included in
each play)
Last Line (all plays end with “Farewell! I must return to my planet.” or another
chosen line)
Creative Dramatics (retelling a story multiple times with improvised dialogue followed
by peer comments, action clip, conscience alley, flashbacks, flash forwards, freeze
frames, hot seating, teacher in role, role play, storytelling, narration, tableaux, thought
tracking)
Sketches from Bua na Cainte
Using the class novel and read-aloud books as a stimulus to engage in dramatic
activity
Dráma Gaeilge
Fear Draíochta Oz (or similar)
Role Play
Moral dilemmas; Stay Safe programme

Step by Step Drama Lessons
Your Country Needs You
The class explores life for a
family living in London during
the Blitz of the Second World
War and how it would feel when
the children are evacuated to
the country. They discover what
life is like for the eldest daughter
who goes to France as an
undercover spy and has to pass
on important messages and
decipher codes.
Link to History (Life during
WWII)
Bananas from Belize
People working on a banana
plantation find is difficult to pay
for everyday expenses. By
following their experiences,
pupils learn about issues such as
exploitation of workers and Fair
Trade.
Connection to Geography and
Learn Together

6. Timetabling
Timetabling for the Arts subjects will follow the NCCA guidelines which recommend 1 hour each for the senior classes
and proportionate amount of time in the infant classes. While all teachers will make a timetable that fulfils these
requirements, teachers may choose to organise this time according to their thematic teaching plans, at times devoting
more time to one of the three subjects for an extended period of time as long as this is balanced over the course of
the year. Most importantly, teachers are actively encouraged to seeking out multi-disciplinary approaches, linking as
much as possible other curricular areas to the Arts curricula. Teachers are encouraged to plan discrete arts lessons
but also to use visual arts, music and drama as key vehicles for delivering content in other curricular areas.

7. Homework
Regular discrete homework is not typically assigned in Visual Arts, Drama or Music, though occasionally learning lines
for plays or song lyrics may take place. On occasion, special projects to be completed over a period of time may be
completed that are linked to the arts.

8. Digital Learning
Teachers are encouraged to source and use a variety of digital learning resources to supplement discussion and
project-based lessons as well as to share examples of art work (including images of artwork and videos/sound files of
music and theatre performances). Only materials that have been assessed prior to the lesson for suitability will be
used. As part of the creative process, particularly related to digital arts, children will use tablets and laptops for project
work. The use of such devices will be directed by the policies and procedures as described in the Internet Acceptable
Usage Policy.

9. Teacher’s Planning and Reporting
All teachers will develop yearly and fortnightly/weekly schemes that are based on the objectives of the Visual Arts,
Drama and Music Curricula. These plans will not only indicate discrete lessons and activities but also show the
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connections between themes from these areas that are explored across the wider curriculum. Cuntaisí míosúla will
also indicate the types of lessons and activities completed over the period. These cuntaisí will be reviewed by the
principal and stored for a two-year period.

10. Assessment
While formal assessment does not regularly feature in relation to the Arts curriculum areas, especially in the junior
classes, a variety of methods are used to assess related knowledge, skills development and attitudes. At the heart of
ongoing assessment is observation, particularly as much of the Arts curriculum seeks to promote attitudes and
aptitudes, particularly higher order thinking skills, rather than purely cognitive knowledge. Of particular importance,
the use of reflective portfolios is an essential assessment activity. While the focus of lessons is not strictly performance
or product-driven, students will work individually and collaboratively with others and will experience regular
opportunities to create and perform.

11. Equality of Participation/Access
We are committed to the provision of equal opportunities for all our pupils in the implementation of the Arts
Curriculum. At its heart, the curriculum seeks to build awareness of self in the context of others and to provide regular
opportunities for self-expression and collaborative creativity. Equal opportunities are provided to all pupils to
participate in discussions, performances, reading and writing opportunities. Lessons should be designed to support
children in sharing their personal background, experiences, ideas, skills and opinions.

12. Children with Exceptional Ability and with Special Educational Needs
All activities are designed to support differentiation to ensure all children participate to the best of their ability.
Children with exceptional ability will be able to make enhanced contributions to performances and creative workshop
processes as well as receive opportunities for expanding on the minimum expectations of a task that reflect their skills,
talent and knowledge. Equally, children with learning difficulties, language learning needs and special educational
needs are helped to achieve their potential by receiving suitable supports to help them engage meaningfully in lessons.

13. Continuing Professional Development
Teachers are encouraged to avail of suitable professional development experiences. Teachers are also encouraged to
consider exploring these curriculum areas when setting their own CPD goals, as explained in the school’s CPD Policy.
Teachers are encouraged to share resources, lessons and ideas with one another as often as possible.

14. Roles and Responsibilities
Overall responsibility for implementing, supporting and evaluating this curriculum plan rests with the principal as
supported by the In-school Management Team. In addition, all class teachers are responsible for becoming familiar
with and applying this plan when completing long- and short-term plans.

15. Review
The plan will be reviewed by the staff and amended as required no later than 2024.

16. Ratification and Communication
This Arts Curriculum Plan was ratified by the Board of Management as indicated below. It is included in An Plean
Scoile. The plan is distributed electronically to all teachers and a hard copy is kept in the principal’s office.

Paul Adams, chairperson

Date of ratification: 13/01/21
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